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OPINION FILED JULY 13, 2005

Upon review before the FULL COMMISSION in Little Rock,
Pulaski County, Arkansas.

Claimant represented by the HONORABLE JAMES W. STANLEY,
Attorney at Law, North Little Rock, Arkansas.

Respondents represented by the HONORABLE JOHN D.
WEBSTER, Attorney at Law, Little Rock, Arkansas.

Decision of Administrative Law Judge:  Affirmed and
Adopted.

OPINION AND ORDER

Respondents appeal an opinion and order of

the Administrative Law Judge filed December 21, 2004. 

In said order, the Administrative Law Judge made the

following findings of fact and conclusions of law:

1.  The Arkansas Workers’ Compensation
Commission has jurisdiction of this claim.

2.  On January 10, 2004, the relationship of
employee-employer-carrier existed among the
parties.

3.  On January 10, 2004, the claimant earned
wages sufficient to entitle him to weekly
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compensation benefits of $277.00/$207.00, for
temporary total/permanent partial disability.

4.  On January 10, 2004, the claimant
sustained an injury to his back arising out
of and in the course of his employment with
respondents.

5.  The claimant was temporary totally
disabled for the period July 1, 2004, and
continuing through the end of his healing
period, or until such time as he returns to
appropriate employment with in (sic) his
medical restrictions growing out of the
compensable injury, a date to be determined.

6.  The respondents shall pay all reasonable
hospital and medical expenses ariging (sic)
out of the injury of January 10, 2004, to
include the recommended procedure of the
claimant’s authorized treating physician. 

7.  The respondents have controverted the
claimant’s entitlement to medical treatment
as recommended by his authorized treating
physician with respect to the discogram and
Arkansas Spine and Sports referral, and the
payment of temporary total disability
benefits.

We have carefully conducted a de novo review

of the entire record herein and it is our opinion that

the Administrative Law Judge's decision is supported by

a preponderance of the credible evidence, correctly

applies the law, and should be affirmed.  Specifically,

we find from a preponderance of the evidence that the

findings made by the Administrative Law Judge are

correct and they are, therefore, adopted by the Full

Commission. 
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We therefore affirm the December 21, 2004

decision of the Administrative Law Judge, including all

findings of fact and conclusions of law therein, and

adopt the opinion as the decision of the Full Commission

on appeal.

All accrued benefits shall be paid in a lump

sum without discount and with interest thereon at the

lawful rate from the date of the Administrative Law

Judge's decision in accordance with Ark. Code Ann. §

11-9-809 (Repl. 2002).

Since the claimant’s injury occurred after

July 1, 2001, the claimant’s attorney’s fee is governed

by the provisions of Ark. Code Ann. § 11-9-715 as

amended by Act 1281 of 2001.  Compare Ark. Code Ann. §

11-9-715 (Repl. 1996) with Ark. Code Ann. § 11-9-715

(Repl. 2002).  For prevailing on this appeal before the

Full Commission, claimant's attorney is hereby awarded

an additional attorney's fee in the amount of $500.00 in

accordance with Ark. Code Ann. § 11-9-715(b) (Repl.

2002).

 IT IS SO ORDERED.

                                                       
                        OLAN W. REEVES, Chairman

 
                                                       
                        SHELBY W. TURNER, Commissioner
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Commissioner McKinney dissents.

DISSENTING OPINION

I respectfully dissent from the majority

opinion finding that the claimant has proven by a

preponderance of the evidence that he is entitled to

temporary total disability benefits for the period of

July 1, 2004, and continuing through the end of his

healing period, or until such time as he returns to

appropriate employment within his medical restrictions,

which is a date yet to be determined.

The claimant, who is in his late thirties, has

a business degree from the University of Arizona. In

addition, the claimant attended a two-year physical

therapy program at Arkansas State University-Beebe. The

claimant is fluent in Spanish and Portuguese, and he has

performed work as a translator while working for MCI.

The claimant has a diversified employment background,

which includes clerical, accounting, and management

experience. 

The claimant had been working in the

respondent employer’s shipping and receiving department

for nearly one year when he sustained a compensable low

back injury on January 10, 2004. The claimant first

sought medical treatment for his compensable injury from
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a chiropractor. Thereafter, the claimant came under the

care of at least two physicians, namely Dr. Brent

Sprinkle and Dr. Thomas Hart. Based upon his

examinations and the result of a recent MRI, on March

19, 2004, Dr. Sprinkle noted that the claimant had

degenerative changes at T6-7 and T7-8, a small bulge at

4-5, with a bit more significant bulge at 5-1, and some

mild narrowing of the L5 neural foramina. Dr. Sprinkle

further noted the absence of significant stenosis. Dr.

Sprinkle reported that the claimant displayed no leg

symptoms upon examination, that the claimant’s “greater

trochanters and spinous processes” were nontender to

palpation, and that the claimant displayed full range of

motion in flexion, extension, and side bending with

negative straight leg raise in the seated position.

Accordingly, Dr. Sprinkle assessed the claimant with low

back pain and small disc bulges, for which he prescribed

a “good lumbar stabilization program.”  Dr. Sprinkle

concluded his report by stating that the claimant could

“return to work on a full-duty basis.” 

On March 25, 2004, the claimant received

physical therapy under the direction of J. Blake Wagner,

M.S.P.T. In his report of that session, Mr. Wagner made

the following comments:
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He has currently been able to return
to activities with no restrictions.
He states he had been performing
light duty at his supervisor’s
request. He currently rates his pain
at 3/10 on the pain scale and states
it is occasional and aggravated with
any stooped and twisting positions
or prolonged sitting. He states it
does ease slightly if he is able to
get off his feet or walk.

Mr. Wagner added:

1. Patient ambulates to the clinic
with no gait deviations or assistive
device. 

2. Patient’s lumbar active range of
motion is within normal limits but
he does have mild hamstring
tightness with full flexion.

3. Bilateral lower extremity
strength is rated to be within
normal limits and manual muscle
testing score of 5/5 throughout all
major muscle groups.

4. Patient has no radicular
symptoms. Palpation reveals right
multifidous tightness in standing.
He is slightly tender over the left
lumbosacral area with the most
discomfort being right at the left
SI joint. He is able to perform a
good posterior pelvic tilt but does
have mild atrophy over the lumbar
musculature. He has negative Waddell
signs including active compression
or exaggerated responses or
simulated rotation.

Mr. Wagner assessed the claimant with “signs

and symptoms consistent with degenerative disk disease

or possibly a severe muscle strain or disk herniation
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that has since resolved and become symptomatic.” Mr.

Wagner agreed with Dr. Sprinkle’s recommendation that

the claimant participate in a lumbar stabilization

program.

Dr. Sprinkle continued to treat the claimant

conservatively based upon his objective findings and the

claimant’s stated progress. Then, on April 16, 2004, the

claimant presented with exacerbated pain in his lumbar

region, which he attributed to “lifting lawn mowers and

grills” at work. Upon examination, the claimant

continued to display full range of motion in flexion,

extension, rotation, and side bending with straight-leg-

raise in the seated position. Although Dr. Sprinkle’s

assessment of the claimant’s condition remained

consistent with his previous assessment, he revised the

claimant’s work restrictions to “no lifting over 40

pounds at all,” with “no lifting over 10 pounds greater

than 10 times in a single day.” Dr. Sprinkle scheduled

the claimant to return for a follow-up appointment in

three weeks, but the claimant changed physicians and was

thereafter seen by Dr. Hart. 

On July 1, 2004, the claimant presented to Dr.

Hart per a change of physician request. Dr. Hart

described portions of the claimant’s examination as

follows:
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BACK: He had diffuse tenderness in
the mid thoracic spine. Minimally on
deep palpation. No radicular
component. In the lower back the
right side was negative. On the left
side he had pain from the mid line,
to the left back, flank and to the
upper buttock area. He had some
limited range of motion but no
marked difficulty going from sitting
to standing position.

Dr. Hart read the results of the claimant’s

MRI of his thoracic spine taken earlier that year, and

he concurred with Dr. Van Hermet’s findings regarding

the results of that test. Accordingly, Dr. Hart

explained to the claimant that he was in “no man’s land”

regarding his thoracic spine, in that there was no

paralysis, no nerve root compression, and that he was

not a surgical candidate. “That is something,

hopefully,” stated Dr. Hart, “that he will continue to

improve and that is not his main complaint.” Regarding

the claimant’s lower back, which Dr. Hart described as

the claimant’s “chief complaint,” he stated that

“overall on his neurological examination” the claimant

was intact. 

I don’t see any nerve root
compression signs. He has normal
deep tendon reflexes. No atrophy is
identified but his imaging studies
do indicate 3 disc protrusions at 3-
4, 4-5 and most notably at 5-S1.
Again, I did not have the MRI to
review and discuss with Mr. Bonacci.
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There were no frank disc
herniations. 

Dr. Hart stated that it is impossible to tell

from an MRI alone where a patient hurts. He added that

the most common cause of back pain is discogenic pain,

and that the claimant would probably need to undergo a

discography in order to determine the exact origin of

his back pain. In the meantime, Dr. Hart agreed that the

client was not a surgical candidate, and he recommended

that the claimant continue on a conservative course of

treatment. Dr. Hart scheduled the claimant for lumbar

steroid epidural injections with fluoroscopic

visualization. Finally, on November 8, 2004, Dr. Hart

reported that despite consistent physical findings, the

claimant’s symptoms of pain were essentially unchanged 

and he strongly recommended a discography. Dr. Hart

explained to the claimant that he does not assign

permanent impairment ratings. 

Temporary total disability is that period

within the healing period in which an employee suffers a

total incapacity to earn wages. K II Constr. Co. v.

Crabtree, 78 Ark. App. 222, 79 S.W.3d 414 (2002). When

an injured employee is totally incapacitated from

earning wages and remains in his healing period, he is

entitled to temporary total disability. Id. In order to
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be entitled to temporary total disability compensation

for an unscheduled injury, a claimant must prove that he

remained within his healing period and that he suffered

a total incapacity to earn wages. Arkansas State Highway

& Transp. Dept. v. Breshears, 272 Ark. 244, 613 S.W.2d

392 (1981). 

The healing period is statutorily defined as

that period for healing of an injury that continues

until the employee is as far restored as the permanent

character of the injury will permit. K II Constr. Co. v.

Crabtree, supra; see also, Dallas County Hosp. V.

Daniels, 74 Ark. App. 177, 47 S.W.3d 283 (2001). If the

underlying condition causing the disability has become

more stable and nothing further in the way of treatment

will improve that condition, the healing period has

ended. Moreover, the persistence of pain may not in and

of itself prevent the finding that the healing period

has ended, provided that the underlying condition has

stabilized. Id.; Mad Butcher, Inc. v. Parker, 4 Ark.

App. 124, 628 S.W.2d 582 (1982). Conversely, the healing

period has not ended so long as treatment is

administered for the healing and alleviation of the

condition. Arkansas Highway & Transp. Dept. v.

McWilliams, 41 Ark. App. 1, 846 S.W.2d 670 (1993); J.A.

Riggs Tractor v. Etzkorn, 30 Ark. App. 200, 785 S.W.2d
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51 (1990). The question of when the healing period has

ended is a factual determination for the Commission.

McWilliams, Parker, supra. When an injured employee is

totally incapacitated from earning wages and remains in

his healing period, he is entitled to temporary total

disability. Id. 

The claimant returned to work following his

injury, and he testified that he performed regular

duties until his termination on April 20, 2004. Based

upon a reported increase in his pain due to an alleged

exacerbation of his condition, Dr. Sprinkle had revised

the claimant’s lifting restrictions four days prior to

the claimant’s termination, which, incidentally, was due

to reasons unrelated to the claimant’s injury.

Thereafter, the claimant began treating with Dr. Hart.

There is no indication from the record that Dr. Hart has

restricted the claimant’s work activities in any way.

However, there are references within the medical record

which indicate that Dr. Hart was aware of the claimant’s

work status from the onset of his treatment of the

claimant. For example, on November 8, 2004, Dr. Hart

stated that his goal for the claimant was to help

“delineate why the claimant continued to complain of

back pain and remained unable to return to active
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employment.” In addition, Dr. Hart made the following

comments in his clinic note dated July 1, 2004:

Apparently he is not working at this
time. There was some type of dispute
in which he was terminated from Home
Depot.

...

He says that he is currently a
student and has not worked since
April 20, 2004.

Despite his continuing complaints of pain,

since the claimant was last employed he has demonstrated

by his own actions that he has sought “active

employment.” For example, the claimant testified that

after his employment with the respondent employer was

terminated, he applied for and received four months of

unemployment benefits from the State. The claimant

admitted that when he applied for those benefits he was

required to indicate to the Employment Security Division

that he was ready, willing, and able to work. The

claimant further admitted that he represented to that

office that he was actively pursuing employment.

Furthermore, in prior testimony, the claimant admitted

that he was unable to obtain employment during the time

for which he claims temporary total disability benefits,

not because of his unwillingness to work or even based

upon his incapacity to work, but because he could not
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find work within his lifting restrictions. The claimant

also stated that he would have been willing to return to

work for the respondent employer had there been work

available at that time and within those restrictions

imposed by Dr. Sprinkle. When asked on direct

examination whether he “could have done any kind of

work,” the claimant responded that he could work “using

his mind.” Finally, the claimant admitted that he has

sought managerial positions and that he is able to

perform house and lawn work.

The record reveals that after his compensable

injury, the claimant was released to work with no

restrictions. Later, after the claimant allegedly

exacerbated his condition, he was given minimal lifting

restrictions: no lifting more than 40 pounds at all

times, and no lifting more than 10 pounds more than 10

times per day. Aside from these lifting restriction, the

medical record contains no objective evidence that the

claimant has been incapacitated to work to any degree

since he was terminated from his employment with the

respondent employer. Moreover, during the time for which

he claims temporary total disability benefits, the

claimant indicated to a State agency that he was ready,

willing, and able to return to employment. Admittedly,

the claimant has multiple transferable skills that could
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easily be used in positions which require minimal

physical activity and which could be performed within

his lifting restrictions. The claimant testified that he

has tried to obtain such positions, but that there have

simply been none available.

Based upon the above and foregoing, I find

that the claimant has failed to prove by a preponderance

of the evidence that he has been totally incapacitated

from working since his position with the respondent

employer was terminated. At best, the claimant has

established that he has been willing and able to work,

but that there have been no job openings that match his

skills and current lifting restrictions. Certainly, just

because the claimant was terminated from his employment

with the respondent employer for good cause, and was

thereafter allegedly unable to obtain suitable

employment, does not prove that the claimant was totally

incapacitated from earning wages as is required by the

statute. Moreover, although neither Dr. Sprinkle nor Dr.

Hart has stated that the claimant has reached the end of

his healing period, the medical record indicates that

the claimant’s condition, outside of his complaints of

pain, became medically stable at least by the time that

he was terminated from his employment with the
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respondent employer in April of 2004. To illustrate, on

March 19, 2004, Dr. Sprinkle wrote:

I will see him back in 3-4 weeks to
assess his tolerance and response to
the stabilization program.
Hopefully, at the next visit, if he
is doing pretty well, he will be at
maximum medical improvement. He can
return to work on a full-duty basis.

Approximately one week later, on March 25,

2004, Mr. Wagner wrote:

He has currently been able to return
to activities with no restrictions. 
He states he had been performing
light duty at his supervisor’s
request.

 

Mr. Wagner further stated that his long-term

goal for the claimant was that he be able to return to

functional and recreational activities with no

limitations or discomfort in six weeks, which would have

been around the first week of July, 2004.

On his April 16th examination, Dr. Sprinkle

reported that the claimant had experienced “low back

pain with exacerbation,” but he did not report a change

in the claimant’s physical condition. Finally, Dr.

Hart’s physical examinations of the claimant revealed

objective findings  consistent with those of Dr.

Sprinkle and Mr. Wagner. Admittedly, Dr. Hart

recommended the claimant undergo a diskography in order
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to be able to “compare the objective, i.e.,

morphological appearance and pressure volumes, to the

subjective, i.e., reproduction of concordant pain at

these three bulging disc.” However, in spite of

continuing complaints of unresolved pain, at no time did

any of these medical providers indicate that the

claimant had experienced a deterioration of his physical

condition. In other words, the medical record indicates

that the claimant’s physical condition had likely

stabilized during that time that he was still employed

by the respondent employer. Therefore, it is more likely

than not that the claimant’s underlying condition had

become stable, and that nothing in the way of treatment

could improve his physical condition prior to his being

terminated by the respondent employer. Moreover, the

claimant’s ongoing pain, in and of itself, does not

prevent a finding that the claimant has reached the end

of his healing period. For the above stated reasons, I

find that the claimant has failed to prove by a

preponderance of the evidence that he has not reached

the end of his healing period. Therefore, for all the

reason set forth herein, I must respectfully dissent

from the majority opinion.

_______________________________
KAREN H. McKINNEY, Commissioner


